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I grew up in the hammock business. My father was, and still is, 
an entrepreneur, in every sense of the word. He started Hatteras 
Hammocks® in our hometown of Greenville, N.C., after his mother 
asked him for a hammock for the family beach cottage when my dad 
was heading to coastal South Carolina — hammock country — while 
working as a tobacco buyer. Dad thought: Why should I have to travel 
all the way to South Carolina to get a hammock? So while there, he 
bought two instead: one for the beach house, and one to take apart so 
he could learn how to make a hammock for himself.

My father didn’t just work on that hammock, though; he also tried to re-make it 
even better. He quickly learned to weave a hammock body, but the story goes 
that I was the one who figured out how to make a ring knot (which attaches 
the hammock bed to the ring holding the hanging chains at each end). I don’t 
remember this because I was 5 at the time, but that’s what I was told, so I’ll take the credit!

So begins my own growing up in the family hammock business, and the birth of Hatteras Hammocks® — 
though we just called it “the hammock shop” back then. Dad worked there, Mom worked there doing payroll 
and making hammocks, and my brother and I played there.

My father hired Jay Branch, now our company president, right out of college. Jay grew up on a farm, the 
only one in his family then to ever have attended college; he graduated with a marketing degree. My father 
always thought very highly of farmers from what he’d observed during his years at the American Tobacco 
Company. He admired their hard work and never-give-up attitude, and Jay was definitely cut from that same 
cloth. Jay’s been working with my family now since 1977.

My father continued at American Tobacco for a long time after launching his 
new hammock business. He worked both jobs, for 11 years, and when he 
traveled as a tobacco buyer, Jay and my mom ran the show at Hatteras®. 
My dad believed you could not start a business and live off of it at the same 
time, and would always talk about the goose that laid the golden eggs. “Eat 
all the eggs you want,” he’d say, “but don’t ever eat the goose.” When I think 
about the sacrifices he made, I am truly thankful, though probably not thankful 
enough.

During my childhood, I recall him waking me and my brother 
in the mornings, and saying, “This is the first day of the rest 
of your life.” He would also tell me I needed to have “PMA,” a 
positive mental attitude, and that “what you believe, you can 
achieve.”

These were the mantras of my growing-up years —  because 
these were not just words to my father, but his philosophy 
of life, as they are now my own. They also quickly became 
the culture of the hammock shop, as they still are today: At 
Hatteras Hammocks®, we know that what you believe, you 
can achieve.

Thank you for your desire to learn more about our products, 
and our company. This is so much more than just a business 
to us, because this business is personal.

Walter Reid Perkins III
CEO, Hatteras Hammocks and The HammockSourceWalter Reid Perkins III and Walter R. Perkins Jr. today in the weaving area of The HammockSource.
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OUR H A N G I N G  H A R D WA R E

The largest in the industry, plus the industry’s heaviest steel to 
boot! On a hammock or swing, it’s the hanging chains and rings 
that bear the brunt of the stress.

•  We plate all of our hardware with zinc to protect against rust and ensure a 
longer outdoor life.

•  Our signature one-piece ring-and-chain means the hammock chain assembly 
won’t fall apart during storage.

•  Each of our hammocks comes with tree hooks, 
the hardware needed to permanently sling one of our 
personal relaxation stations between a couple of shady 
trees, or between beams on a porch or deck.

OUR W O O D

Chosen not just for how good it looks, but also for how well 
it holds up.

•  Cumaru, also known as Brazilian teak. We use this dense, richly grained 
hardwood for our hammock spreader bars, because it resists rotting, is 
virtually nonabsorbent and naturally weathers to a beautiful silver-gray. The 
South American cumaru we buy for Hatteras Hammocks®  is harvested only 
from managed forests.

•  Southern cypress. Our award-winning Roman Arc® stands are crafted from 
slats of this distinctive watertight softwood. We use a radio-frequency gluing 
system for precision-binding the wood, finally hand-applying a honey-gold 
sealer to it.

•  White oak. For our swing frames and arms, we turn, fittingly, to this light-
grained American classic. We seal our oak with multiple hand-dipped coats of 
clear marine-grade spar varnish, amplifying the wood’s own inherent hue of 
honey-gold.

OUR S T E E L  S TA N D S

We use the heaviest-weight steel in the industry for our stands – 
for safety, sturdiness and solid good looks.

•  Our Tri-Beam® Steel Hammock Stand, an original design, couldn’t be 
simpler to assemble – no tools needed! The steel-core spring pins pop easily 
into place, holding the heavy poles safe and secure.

•  Our signature 360-degree Right Connection® weld stably secures the foot 
and base poles of our Tri-Beam® Steel Hammock Stands. We’ve never seen a 
Right Connection® fail.

•  We finish all of our steel stands with our handsome, lightly 
textured Cape Shield® Powder Coat, among the thickest, 
most Earth-friendly industrial coatings available today.

DETAIL OF RING KNOT

CHAIN
RING

THE RIGHT
CONNECTION

OUR R O P E

We start by unspooling miles of quality synthetic yarns into multiple 
strands that are then precision-twisted and balanced into rope. Three 
lengths of that new rope are next precision-twisted and balanced to 
create the hardy, uncommonly heavy multi-ply that our weavers use 
for our signature handmade hammocks. In keeping with our mission 
of relaxation innovation, we make, and use, only synthetic rope. All of 
our rope exceeds even the U.S. military’s exacting specifications for 
strength, and leads our industry in quality, durability and softness.

•  Solution-dyed DuraCord®, our own top-of-the-line rope, is the most colorfast
rope on the market, made for heavy wear and also resistant to staining, rot,
mold and mildew. Not to mention that it’s truly as soft as cotton!

•  Our bright-white polyester rope is soft-spun for a comfort that likewise rivals
cotton, but with an added durability for wonderfully weathering the great 
outdoors.

OUR C O M M I T M E N T

Since our humble beginnings in a 
backyard workshop in eastern 
North Carolina in 1971, our commitment
has always been to making our products 
right here at home, in the U.S.A.

OUR FA B R I C S

We use only all-weather DuraCord® and Sunbrella® fabrics, solution-
dyed, so the color isn’t dipped or washed in, but actually becomes 
part of the fabric thread fibers. DuraCord® and Sunbrella®, among the 
most colorfast outdoor fabrics available today, also are resistant to 
staining, rot, mold and mildew. Not to mention they’re as soft as 
cotton to the touch!
•  Our quilted hammocks are pillowed-up with polyester fiberfill

batting, while our swing cushions are plumped with a thick layer
of polyester hollowfill fiber made from recycled plastic drink bottles.

•  We use the vastly superior lockstitch for all sewing, not the simpler, more
standard chain stitch, which can unravel a whole section of fabric in just 
seconds if accidentally snagged.

THE H AT T E R A S  DIFFERENCE

THE H AT T E R A S  DIFFERENCE
2
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A

Settle into one of these five airborne beds of pillowy perfection, and prepare to be overcome by comfort. This is relaxation elevated 
to the level of art!

A top layer of Sunbrella®, and a bottom layer either of  Sunbrella® or DuraCord®, sandwich a thick center of polyester hollowfill fiber 
made from recycled plastic drink bottles. Sunbrella® and DuraCord®, both industry-leading synthetic fabrics, are not only resistant 
to rot, mold, mildew, staining and fading, but also have a softness to rival cotton.

The hammock bed’s pillowy contours are created by nickel-plated rolled-rim steel grommets. All of our Tufted Hammocks include 
an attachable tufted trapezoid-shaped head-pillow of the same fabric and plush padding of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber.

A-E Masterpieces of comfort, for backyard relaxation 
elevated to the realm of art.

Details: Two layers solution-dyed Sunbrella® or DuraCord® synthetic 
fabric, with a plush center of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber; 
cumaru spreaders; zinc-plated hardware; nickel-plated rolled-rim 
steel grommets; trapezoidal tufted pillow attaches with nylon ties
Product dimensions: body 55” wide x 78” long; 13’ total length
Product weight: 32 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube

TMST2 | Canvas Iris
UPC:  0-96355-41077-9    MADE IN USA

TADV | Accord Koi
UPC:  0-96355-40988-9    MADE IN USA

TGDN | Canvas Turf
UPC:  0-96355-34629-0    MADE IN USA

TMST | Spectrum Dove
UPC:  0-96355-40989-6    MADE IN USA

TEQ | Canvas Jockey Red
UPC:  0-96355-34620-7    MADE IN USA
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P I L L O W T O P  HAMMOCKS



A

How much cushiony comfort can a body handle? Our Pillowtop Hammocks are expressly designed to help you find out! Sink into 
one of these handcrafted slices of relaxation innovation, and the sensation is almost sinful, as if you’re stretching out across an 
assembly of pillowy clouds, yet all the while with a level of lumbar support once unheard of in a hammock.

Two layers of solution-dyed, all-weather DuraCord® or Sunbrella® fabric, depending on hammock model, sandwich a plush center 
of polyester hollowfill fiber manufactured from recycled plastic drink bottles. Fabric layers are lockstitched together to create lavish 
interlocking pillows. The thick hammock-bed cushion, available in six appealing fabric patterns, reverses to a solid neutral color.

So go on, give into bliss! But consider yourself forewarned: This is truly addictive reclining.

A-F  The new standard for airborne cushiony comfort, like 
reclining atop puffy clouds just inches from Earth!

Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® or Sunbrella® synthetic 
fabric; cushion reverses to solid neutral color; cumaru spreaders; 
zinc-plated hardware; nickel-plated rolled-rim steel grommets
Product dimensions: body 55” wide x 82” long; 13’ total length
Product weight: 26 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube

DLXPTQSG | Spring Bay Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-34080-9    MADE IN USA

DLXPTQMN | Hamptons Summer Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-34079-3    MADE IN USA

DLXPTQEQ | Royal Red Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-33555-3    MADE IN USA

DLXPTQNEU | Rio Birch Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-33443-3    MADE IN USA

DLXPTQOB | Classic Black Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-33438-9    MADE IN USA

DLXPTQMST | Icon Mystique
UPC: 0-96355-40992-6    MADE IN USA

P I L L O W T O P  HAMMOCKS
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Q U I LT E D  HAMMOCKS



A

Superb materials, for sublime relaxation!

These five richly designed Quilted Hammocks feature two layers of either Sunbrella® or our own proprietary DuraCord® fabric, 
depending on hammock model, sandwiching a plush center of polyester fiberfill batting, all lockstitched together to create 
wonderfully cushiony reclining. Resistant to staining, rot, mold and mildew, both fabric brands nonetheless have a softness to rival 
cotton. And because they’re solution-dyed, Sunbrella® and DuraCord® also are remarkably fade-resistant, so the vibrant hues and 
inviting patterns you see here will keep their colorful good looks for many bright seasons to come!

Spreader bars are richly grained South American cumaru, among the hardest, handsomest woods on Earth, with chains and 
hanging hardware zinc-plated for heightened rust protection.

A-E  Superb looks. Superb comfort. Superb durability. 
What’s not to adore?

Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® or Sunbrella® synthetic 
fabric sandwiching polyester fiberfill batting; cumaru spreaders; 
zinc-plated hardware; nickel-plated rolled-rim steel grommets
Product dimensions: body 55” wide x 82” long; 13’ total length
Product weight: 14 lbs.
Package dimensions: 57” x 12” x 6”; 2.38 cube

SQ-MN | Hamptons Summer Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-12849-0    MADE IN USA

SQ-ADV3 | Passage Poppy
UPC:  0-96355-34625-2    MADE IN USA

SQ-ADV4 | Terra Cotta
UPC:  0-96355-41098-4    MADE IN USA

SQ-MST | Spectrum Dove
UPC:  0-96355-41097-7    MADE IN USA

SQ-SG | Spring Bay Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-12843-8    MADE IN USA
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F

Quality materials. Quality construction. Quality relaxation.

These four enticing Quilted Hammocks boast two layers either of DuraCord® or Sunbrella® fabric lockstitched over a plush center 
of polyester fiberfill batting. Resistant to staining, fading, rot, mold and mildew, both DuraCord® and Sunbrella® nonetheless have 
a softness to rival cotton. The top fabric layer is a compelling bright color or striped design, with the bottom layer a complimentary 
neutral color.

Cumaru spreader bars and zinc-plated chains and hardware enhance both looks and durability, with the elevated quality extending 
even down to how we attach our DuraCord® hanging ropes: We use only rolled-rim grommets with spurred washers, not the 
industry-typical telescoping grommet, which consistently rips loose from fabric before a rolled-rim grommet ever will.

F-I Lavish weather-tough reclining in plush, highly 
designed, cottony-soft comfort!

Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® or Sunbrella® synthetic 
fabric sandwiching polyester fiberfill batting; cumaru spreaders; 
zinc-plated hardware; nickel-plated rolled-rim steel grommets
Product dimensions: body 55” wide x 82” long; 13’ total length
Product weight: 14 lbs.
Package dimensions: 57” x 12” x 6”; 2.38 cube

QOB02 | Classic Black Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-13204-6    MADE IN USA

QNEU01 | Rio Birch Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-12230-6    MADE IN USA

SQ-GDN2 | Canvas Turf
UPC:  0-96355-34628-3    MADE IN USA

SQ-EQ | Classic Red Stripe
UPC:  0-96355-33439-6    MADE IN USA
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A, E

Like wicker-woven thatchworks of plush fabric ribbons, our inviting Soft Weave® Hammocks not only appear handsomely distinct, 
but with their 1-inch layer of polyester fiberfill batting, they also yield an uncanny level of cushiony comfort. The soft, all-weather, 
solution-dyed fabric means many seasons of great-looking, great-feeling reclining ahead.

Spreader bars are natural-finish South American cumaru, among the hardest, densest, prettiest woods on Earth, while hanging 
chains and hardware are zinc-plated steel, for an even further boost to these wholly uncommon hammocks’ exceptional looks and 
outstanding weatherability.

The Soft Weave® Deluxe Hammock Pillow, sold separately, features the same striking crosshatch weave of padded fabric ribbons, 
but set atop a thick cushion of polyester fiberfill batting.

Welcome to a whole other level of relaxation satisfaction!

A-H  A ribbon wrapped around a present promises 
something special inside – but the ribbons of 

cottony-soft, all-weather fabric used for hand-weaving our 
distinctive Soft Weave® line of hammocks and hammock pillows 
actually promise something special outside instead: beautiful 
backyard reclining of advanced cushiony comfort!

Soft Weave® Large Quilted Hammock
Details: Ribbons of solution-dyed synthetic fabric sandwiching 
polyester fiberfill batting; cumaru spreaders; zinc-plated hardware; 
nickel-plated rolled-rim steel grommets
Product dimensions: body 55” wide x 82” long; 13’ total length 
Product weight: 21 lbs.
Package dimensions: 57” x 12” x 6”; 2.38 cube

SQ-WEAVE-ANTBGE | Antique Beige
UPC:  0-96355-34642-9

SQ-WEAVE-CHOCO | Chocolate
UPC:  0-96355-34643-6

SQ-WEAVE-LTGRN | Light Green
UPC:  0-96355-34644-3

SQ-WEAVE-NAVY | Navy
UPC:  0-96355-34645-0

Soft Weave® Deluxe Hammock Pillow
Details: Solution-dyed all-weather fabric; polyester fiberfill batting; 
sold separately from hammock
Product dimensions: 34” x 16” x 10” 
Product weight: 6 lbs.
Package dimensions: 28” x 16” x 10”; 2.59 cube

B-WEAVE-AB | Antique Beige
UPC:  0-96355-34659-7

B-WEAVE-CHOCO | Chocolate
UPC:  0-96355-34660-3

B-WEAVE-LTGR | Light Green
UPC:  0-96355-34661-0

B-WEAVE-NAVY | Navy
UPC:  0-96355-34662-7
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A

The very first rope hammocks left almost everything to be desired. They didn’t cradle you so much as they made you feel caught, 
with bulky knots tied throughout to hold the thin, scratchy ropes together. In the last 125 years, rope-hammock redesign blossomed 
into a knotless, lattice-like weave of thicker, softer rope, plus spreader bars to hold the hammock body open. Add a little Hatteras 
Hammocks® innovation into the mix, and today’s rope hammock can now deliver unprecedented reclining-relaxation salvation! 
Hatteras® rope comes in two cottony-soft synthetic varieties resistant to staining, fading, rot, mold and mildew, for tremendous 
cotton feel, yet without cotton’s inherent limitations in durability.

A Our bright-white, weather-durable soft-spun polyester rope 
promises a cottony skin sensation, plus many seasons of 

backyard-relaxation satisfaction.
P-14    MADE IN USA
Deluxe White Polyester Rope Hammock
Details: Hand-woven of soft-spun polyester 3-ply rope, bright-white color;
cumaru spreaders; zinc-plated hardware; accommodates 2 or more people
Product dimensions: body 60” wide x 82” long; 13’ total length 
Product weight: 21 lbs.
Package dimensions: 63” x 6.5” x 6.5”; 1.54 cube
UPC: 0-96355-10006-9

P-13    MADE IN USA
Large White Polyester Rope Hammock
Details: Hand-woven of soft-spun polyester 3-ply rope, bright-white color;
cumaru spreaders; zinc-plated hardware; accommodates 2 people
Product dimensions: body 55” wide x 82” long; 13’ total length 
Product weight: 18 lbs.
Package dimensions: 57” x 6.5” x 6.5”; 1.39 cube
UPC: 0-96355-10009-0 

P-11    MADE IN USA
Single White Polyester Rope Hammock
Details: Hand-woven of soft-spun polyester 3-ply rope, bright-white color;
cumaru spreaders; zinc-plated hardware; accommodates 1 person
Product dimensions: body 45” x 76”; 11’ total length 
Product weight: 14 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 5” x 5”; 0.62 cube
UPC: 0-96355-10011-3 

B-E  How good is our solution-dyed DuraCord® rope?
It holds its color, yet it won’t hold mold or mildew. 

It tolerates both heavy wear and limited care. It’s quick-drying and 
non-staining. Unlike cotton rope, the weather won’t be mercilessly 
hard on it, yet just like cotton rope, it’s soft to the skin. So to 
answer our earlier question: Our solution-dyed DuraCord® rope is 
not good at all, but exceptional!

Deluxe DuraCord® Rope Hammock
Details: Hand-woven of solution-dyed DuraCord® 3-ply rope, 4 color
options; cumaru spreaders; zinc-plated hardware; accommodates
2 or more people
Product dimensions: body 60” wide x 82” long; 13’ total length 
Product weight: 14 lbs.
Package dimensions: 63” x 6.5” x 6.5”; 1.54 cube

DC-14CB | Deluxe Coastal Blue DuraCord®
UPC: 0-96355-11975-7    MADE IN USA

DC-14G | Deluxe Green DuraCord®
UPC: 0-96355-12194-1    MADE IN USA

DC-14AB | Deluxe Antique Brown DuraCord®
UPC: 0-96355-12198-9    MADE IN USA

DC-14OT | Deluxe Oatmeal DuraCord®
UPC: 0-96355-12196-5    MADE IN USA
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CMSTX    MADE IN USA
Icon Mystique Stripe | Deluxe Cushioned Double Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed Sunbrella® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-white-oak
frame; zinc-plated chains and hardware; padding of recycled polyester
hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 51” wide; swing total 60” wide x 42” deep
Product weight: 35 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube
UPC: 0-96355-41264-3

A Like a festive airborne Carnival 
float designed for your own 

front-porch or backyard comfort 
party!
Our Icon Mystique Stripe Deluxe 
Cushioned Double Swing's 
extravagantly wide cushions are 
lumbar delights of firm, plush 
padding. The top sheet of cottony-
soft, all-weather, solution-dyed 
Sunbrella® fabric is a rich feast of 
happy colors. The curved white-oak 
arms have been repeatedly hand-
dipped in marine-grade varnish, 
accentuating the wood's inherent 
honey-gold hue. Add all of this up, 
and what do you get? Relaxation that 
looks as fantastic as it feels!
 
Zinc-plated hanging chains and 
hardware further boost both looks 
and durability.

SMSTA    MADE IN USA
Icon Mystique Stripe | Single Swing With Oak Arms
Details: Two layers solution-dyed Sunbrella® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-
white-oak frame; zinc-plated hardware; galvanized chains; padding of 
recycled polyester hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 42”
Product weight: 10 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 18.75” x 8.5”; 3.97 cube
UPC: 0-96355-41265-0

B Vibrant stripes colored like festive party streamers run alongside 
muted bands of black, white and gray, for a cozy contrast of casual 

sophistication. The varnished white-oak swing arms, lavishly curved and richly 
hued in earthy honey-gold, accentuate the swing seat's robust pillow rolls, and 
the happy sense of easygoing abandon.
Celebration + relaxation = ahhh!

A

B

S W I N G  COLLECTION
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CEQX    MADE IN USA
Royal Red Stripe | Deluxe Cushioned Double Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-white-oak
frame; zinc-plated chains and hardware; padding of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 51” wide; swing total 60” wide x 42” deep
Product weight: 35 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33441-9

C Two words: lavish leisure.

The luxuriant stripes of rich royal red, like 
an old-timey jockey’s vest on race day, 
are certain to captivate your attention, 
but it’s the expansive comfort of this 
singular piece of suspended backyard 
bliss that will keep you coming back, 
again and again. At 60 inches across, our 
incomparable double swing surpasses 
being merely ample; this is pure 
relaxation abundance!
The extra-wide swing cushions, positively 
plump with recycled polyester holllowfill 
fiber, are stitched from two layers of our 
own solution-dyed all-weather
DuraCord®, cottony-soft, and among the 
single-most fade-resistant outdoor fabrics 
made today. So these regal stripes of 
rousing red will retain their rose-garden 
flush for sundry swinging seasons to 
come.

SEQA    MADE IN USA
Royal Red Stripe | Single Swing With Oak Arms
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-
white-oak frame; zinc-plated hardware; galvanized chains; padding of recycled polyester 
hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 42”
Product weight: 10 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 18.75” x 8.5”; 3.97 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33442-6

D A single swing of singular sophistication!

Wide stripes of sumptuous royal red are flanked by finer bands of calming 
oatmeal, for a look that blends the unabashedly regal with the uncompromisingly 
relaxing. Settle into our overly abundant swing cushions, which sandwich a firm, 
plump layer of all-weather recycled polyester holllowfill fiber, and prepare for 
any workaday stress you might be feeling to be overthrown by this crowning 
leisure achievement.

C

D

CMNX    MADE IN USA
The Hamptons Summer Stripe | Deluxe Cushioned Double Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-white-oak
frame; zinc-plated chains and hardware; padding of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 51” wide; swing total 60” wide x 42” deep
Product weight: 35 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33459-4

E Think of this ample swing as 
your own personal airborne 

pleasure boat, anchored on your front 
porch or side patio, or in a favorite 
backyard nook. Now settle in and 
shove off from those endless day-
to-day worries, for a stress-reducing 
jaunt to whatever peaceful port your 
relaxing mind is most inclined!
The bold stripes, in alternating blues, 
gold and white, seem lifted straight 
from some nautical flag flapping 
atop the bow of an ocean-bound 
yacht. This ample swing’s deluxe-size 
cushions are stitched from two layers 
of our own all-weather DuraCord® 

material, not only cottony-soft, but 
also among the single-most colorfast 
outdoor fabrics made today. So your 
swinging flag of stress-surrender 
will hold its vibrant hues for many 
backyard-seafaring seasons to come!

SMN3A    MADE IN USA
The Hamptons Summer Stripe | Single Swing With Oak Arms
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-
white-oak frame; zinc-plated hardware; galvanized chains; padding of recycled polyester 
hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 42”
Product weight: 10 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 18.75” x 8.5”; 3.97 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33460-0

F The vibrant striped fabric, woven from cottony-soft, all-weather 
synthetic DuraCord® threads, is awash in maritime colors, like a 

nautical flag of relaxation flapping proudly from your own front porch, or out 
in your own back yard. 
The plump cushioned pillows, sandwiching a plush layer of all-weather 
recycled polyester holllowfill fiber, will lift your swing-time furlough right 
along with your spirits.

E

F
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CSGX    MADE IN USA
Spring Bay Stripe | Deluxe Cushioned Double Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-white-oak
frame; zinc-plated chains and hardware; padding of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 51” wide; swing total 60” wide x 42” deep
Product weight: 35 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33453-2

G The bold stripes in serene colors recall 
a tranquil seaside morning, the still-soft 

early sunlight dancing lazily atop the ocean’s 
face. 
But outstanding looks are only the beginning. 
This ample swing's five gently sloping 
interwoven cushions, extra-wide and extra-
plump, offer a wonderful balance between 
softness and support. Their plush centers 
are nonabsorbent, highly resilient polyester 
hollowfill fiber manufactured from recycled 
plastic drink bottles.
The fabric itself is solution-dyed DuraCord®, 
our own branded high-performance synthetic 
blend designed not just for unprecedented 
weatherability, but for cottony softness as 
well. Resistant to staining, rot, mold and 
mildew, DuraCord® is also among the single-
most colorfast outdoor fabrics made today, 
so this pattern’s soothing morning-seaside 
hues will stay true across the seasons.

SSG2A    MADE IN USA
Spring Bay Stripe | Single Swing With Oak Arms
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-
white-oak frame; zinc-plated hardware; galvanized chains; padding of recycled polyester 
hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 42”
Product weight: 10 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 18.75” x 8.5”; 3.97 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33454-9

H Serenity now! The sound of flowing, peaceful water is a balm to the 
spirits, just as this pleasing fabric pattern is a soothing sight for stressed-

out eyes. Dive in, for a quieting swim of the senses!
With its bountiful cushions, handsome construction and cottony-soft fabric 
of soft seaside hues, this superb piece of backyard abandon will have you 
swinging unabashedly straight into bliss.

G

H

C-1028X    MADE IN USA
Rio Birch Stripe | Deluxe Cushioned Double Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-white oak
frame; zinc-plated chains and hardware; padding of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 51” wide; swing total 60” wide x 42” deep
Product weight: 35 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33455-6

I A plush, pillowy surface of woodsy 
colors, for setting your mind free to 

wander as your tense body unwinds. 
Hand-built with ample room for two, 
because the best journeys are even 
better when you take along a friend!
This inviting striped fabric, synthetic-
strong but soft like cotton, is an autumnal 
feast of earthy hues, making this 
uncommonly comfy swing the perfect 
compliment to a lazy fall afternoon. Your 
dangling legs sway among breezy swirls 
of fallen leaves, and worries just 
drift away …
The plump cushions are stitched from 
our own all-weather solution-dyed 
DuraCord®, among the single-most fade-
resistant outdoor fabrics available today. 
So these cozy stripes will remain flush 
with color for many sublime fall days to 
come.

SNEU04A    MADE IN USA
Rio Birch Stripe | Single Swing With Oak Arms
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-
white-oak frame; zinc-plated hardware; galvanized chains; padding of recycled polyester 
hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 42”
Product weight: 10 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 18.75” x 8.5”; 3.97 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33458-7

J In welcoming earthtones of mocha, tan, 
pebble-brown and oatmeal, this compellingly 

contoured striped pattern enhances any outside space.
The swing’s satisfying sense of outdoorsy warmth is further accented by its 
handsome frame of Southern white oak, the individual pieces repeatedly 
hand-dipped in clear marine spar varnish, emphasizing the wood’s inherent 
lively, lovely honey-gold glow.

I

S W I N G  COLLECTION
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COB03X    MADE IN USA
Classic Black Stripe | Deluxe Cushioned Double Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-white-oak
frame; zinc-plated chains and hardware; padding of recycled polyester
hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 51” wide; swing total 60” wide x 42” deep
Product weight: 35 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33451-8

K A tailored dark Italian suit-jacket 
over a crisp white T-shirt? It 

looks fantastic, if you’re the kind of 
person who can pull it off …
So let us introduce our Classic Black 
Stripe Deluxe Cushioned Double 
Swing: Extra-wide cushions positively 
plump with plush padding. Two 
layers of our own cottony-soft, all-
weather, solution-dyed DuraCord® 
fabric, richly designed in stately, 
classic black and white. Curved 
white-oak arms, varnished to honey-
gold perfection. Add it all up, and 
what do you get? A matchless 
meeting of high comfort and high 
style for two contented relaxers!
Zinc-plated hanging chains and 
hardware further ratchet up the 
handsome looks even as they 
heighten weatherability.

SOB03A    MADE IN USA
Classic Black Stripe | Single Swing With Oak Arms
Details: Two layers solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; cushion reverses to solid; varnished-
white-oak frame; zinc-plated hardware; galvanized chains; padding of 
recycled polyester hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 42”
Product weight: 10 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 18.75” x 8.5”; 3.97 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33452-5

L Clean lines and stately colors combine in a strong, assertive pattern of 
simple sophistication offset by understated hints of casual. The curved 

white-oak swing arms, richly hued in earthy honey-gold, provide sharp 
counterpoint to the strict linearity and quintessentially formal color scheme, 
accentuating the muted undercurrent of easygoing abandon.
Relaxation, beautifully refined.

K

L

CGDNX    MADE IN USA
Canvas Turf | Deluxe Cushioned Double Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed fabric, top Sunbrella® and bottom DuraCord®; 
varnished-white-oak frame; zinc-plated chains and hardware; padding of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 51” wide; swing total 60” wide x 42” deep
Product weight: 35 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16” x 16” x 61”; 9.04 cube
UPC: 0-96355-34637-5

M Like a personal peaceful 
meadow of rolling hills tucked 

away in your own back yard, this 
abundantly cushioned double swing’s 
lavish contours of grassy green make 
for a sweet retreat for over-stressed 
senses.
Overstuffed cushions of pillowy 
recycled polyester hollowfill fiber are 
sandwiched between two layers of 
highest-quality, all-weather, solution-
dyed outdoor fabric that’s resistant to 
rot, mold, mildew, staining and fading, 
all the while being exceptionally soft.
Zinc-plated hanging chains and 
hardware provide a handsome 
counterpoint to steam-curved swing 
arms of Southern white oak repeatedly 
hand-dipped in marine-grade spar 
varnish, honing the wood’s inherent 
sumptuous honey-gold glow.

SGDNA    MADE IN USA
Canvas Turf | Single Swing With Oak Arms
Details: Two layers solution-dyed fabric, top Sunbrella® and bottom DuraCord®; varnished-
white-oak frame; zinc-plated hardware; galvanized chains; padding of recycled polyester 
hollowfill fiber
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 42”
Product weight: 10 lbs.
Package dimensions: 43” x 18.75” x 8.5”; 3.97 cube
UPC: 0-96355-34636-8

N The soothing green Sunbrella® top fabric sweetly compliments the warm 
honey-gold of this handsome single swing’s steam-bent white-oak arms, 

beckoning your tired senses: Relax, relax! 
The overstuffed cushions, sandwiching a thick layer of recycled polyester 
hollowfill fiber, lift you just above the stressful workaday world, leaving your 
contented feet dangling in sweet, unhurried bliss …

M

N
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A-E  Settle back into one of these eye-enticing single swings expecting comfort in 
proportion to its modest size, and prepare yourself for a wonderful relaxation 

surprise!
The 2-foot-wide cushion provides generous room for wallowing, while the 40-inch cumaru-
wood spreader bar holds the spray of cottony-soft, all-weather hanging ropes open wide, 
so this innovative swing actually seems to grow larger the higher up you go. 
Sandwiched between a front fabric layer of Sunbrella® and a back layer of either Sunbrella® 

or DuraCord®, the plush swing cushion includes a robust center of polyester hollowfill fiber 
made from recycled plastic drink bottles. Both Sunbrella® and DuraCord® synthetic fabrics 
are not only resistant to staining, fading, rot, mold and mildew, but also have a softness that 
mimics classic cotton.
The cradling pillowy contours within the seat cushion are created by nickel-plated rolled-rim 
steel grommets. Zinc-plated hanging chains and hardware further ratchet up both looks 
and durability.

A

B

D

E

C

Tufted Single Swing
Details: Two layers solution-dyed all-weather fabric, front layer Sunbrella®

and back layer DuraCord® or Sunbrella®, with center padding of recycled polyester hollowfill 
fiber; cumaru spreader; zinc-plated hardware; nickel-plated rolled-rim steel grommets
Product dimensions: seat 24” wide; spreader bar 40” wide; swing depth 24”
Product weight: 14 lbs.
Package dimensions: 30” x 30” x 8”; 4.17 cube

TSSADV | Accord Koi
UPC:  0-96355-41099-1    MADE IN USA

TSSMST | Spectrum Dove
UPC:  0-96355-41079-3   MADE IN USA

TSSGDN | Canvas Turf
UPC:  0-96355-34667-2    MADE IN USA

TSSMST2 | Canvas Iris
UPC:  0-96355-41080-9    MADE IN USA

TSSEQ | Canvas Jockey Red
UPC:  0-96355-34669-6    MADE IN USA

S W I N G  COLLECTION
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S T E E L  D O U B L E  S W I N G  S T A N D

E The clean lines and gentle upright curves are themselves superbly attractive, but this exceedingly 
ample steel support stretches far beyond sleek good looks; the heavy-duty powder-coated poles 

also provide a safe, stable, weather-durable haven for sumptuous swinging hang-time.

SWSC2T
Double Swing Stand | Taupe
Details: Powder-coated heavy-duty steel poles, taupe color
Weight capacity: 450 lbs.
Product dimensions: 79.5” x 60” x 80.5”
Product weight: 94.5 lbs. 
Package dimensions (ships in 2 boxes): 
86.75” x 15.5” x 6.37”; 4.96 cube
76.25” x 8” x 6.37”; 2.25 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33478-5; 0-96355-34096-0

S T E E L  A R C  H A M M O C K  S T A N D S

F Our classic, award-winning arc-stand design in sleek, sturdy, 
lightly textured powder-coated steel.

Details: Cape Shield® Powder Coated heavy-duty steel, 4 color choices; award-winning arcing design
Weight capacity: 450 lbs.
Product dimensions: 15’ long x 4’ wide
Product weight: 68 lbs. 
Package dimensions: 74” x 13.5” x 5”; 2.89 cube

L-ARCGTX | Forest Green Textured
UPC: 0-96355-10802-7    MADE IN USA

L-ARCBK | Black Textured
UPC: 0-96355-13220-6    MADE IN USA

T R I - B E A M ® S T E E L  H A M M O C K  S T A N D S

G No trees? No problem! No tools? No worries! Our highly portable steel hammock stand assembles 
easily, in just minutes.

Details: No-tools assembly; 360-degree Right Connection® weld; Cape Shield® 
Powder Coated heavy-duty steel, 4 color choices
Weight capacity: 600 lbs.
Product dimensions: 15’ wide x 4’ long
Product weight: 66 lbs. 
Package dimensions: 70.5” x 13.5” x 5.5”; 3.03 cube

L-STGTX | Forest Green Textured
UPC: 0-96355-20016-5    MADE IN USA

L-STBKTX | Black Textured
UPC: 0-96355-10146-2    MADE IN USA

A
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W O O D  H A M M O C K  S T A N D S

A A bolder, more robust version of our widely copied, standard-setting arcing 
hammock-stand design.

SAR    MADE IN USA
Deluxe Roman Arc® | Cypress Hammock Stand
Details: 7 layers of laminated Southern cypress; award-winning arcing design
Weight capacity: 450 lbs.
Product dimensions: 15.5’ long x 4’ wide
Product weight: 50 lbs. per box
Package dimensions (ships in 3 boxes): 
2 boxes at 92” x 15” x 3.5”; 2.80 cube per box
1 box at 86” x 15.5” x 6.5”; 5.01 cube
UPC: 2 at 0-96355-20003-5; 1 at 0-96355-34757-0

B The industry’s most-copied hammock stand, and a stunning visual asset to 
any space it graces. 

SAR-2    MADE IN USA
Original Roman Arc® | Cypress Hammock Stand
Details: 4 layers of laminated Southern cypress; award-winning arcing design
Weight capacity: 450 lbs.
Product dimensions: 15.5’ long x 4’ wide
Product weight: 50 lbs. per box
Package dimensions (ships in 2 boxes): 
93” x 15” x 3.5”; 2.83 cube per box
UPC: 2 at 0-96355-20011-0

W O O D  S W I N G  S T A N D

C Our classic arcing design, for state-of-the-art swinging, in stately, artful style!

S-2ST    MADE IN USA
Roman Arc® | Cypress Swing Stand
Details: Laminated Southern cypress; award-winning arcing design
Weight capacity: 450 lbs.
Product dimensions: 7’ x 5.5’ x 7’
Product weight: 101 lbs. 
Package dimensions (ships in 2 boxes):
91” x 12” x 3”; 1.90 cube
86” x 15.5” x 6.5”; 5.01 cube
UPC: 0-96355-20012-7; 0-96355-12701-1

S T E E L  S I N G L E  S W I N G  S T A N D

D An innovative blend of strength and streamlined design, of sleek lines and organic curves. 
Think of our Steel Single Swing Stand’s circular base as your own personal boundary for 

keeping the outside world at bay, the overhanging poles like the naturally arcing trunk of 
some favorite tree swaying gently in support of your own sweetly swinging relaxation.

SWSC1T
Single Swing Stand | Taupe
Details: Powder-coated heavy-duty steel poles, taupe color
Weight capacity: 350 lbs.
Product dimensions: 60.5” x 60.5” x 8’
Product weight: 80 lbs.
Package dimensions: 58.5” x 28.5” x 6.5”; 6.27 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33479-2

L-ARCTTX | Taupe Textured
UPC: 0-96355-12686-1    MADE IN USA

L-ARCBR | Bronze Textured
UPC: 0-96355-11160-7    MADE IN USA

L-STTTX | Taupe Textured
UPC: 0-96355-20027-1    MADE IN USA

L-STBRTX | Bronze Textured
UPC: 0-96355-10964-2    MADE IN USA

P O W D E R  C O AT  COLORS

Forest Green Taupe BronzeBlack

S TA N D  COLLECTION
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BSQIRL
Canvas Iris
UPC: 0-96355-41261-2

BSQMLL
Canvas Melon
UPC: 0-96355-41263-6

BSQFML
Foster Metallic
UPC: 0-96355-41262-9

BSQPFL
Pinnacle Fiesta
UPC: 0-96355-41139-4

BSQSDL
Spectrum Dove
UPC: 0-96355-41140-0

B-FM-LONG | 52" Foster Metallic
UPC: 0-96355-41055-7

B-SG-LONG | 52" Solana Seagull
UPC: 0-96355-41131-8

A. B. C. D. E.

F. G.

O U T D O O R  D E S I G N E R  T H R O W  P I L L O W S

A-E The quickest, easiest way to boost comfort and smart good looks 
throughout your outdoor room!

Details: Solution-dyed all-weather Sunbrella® fabric sandwiching a thick center of recycled 
polyester hollowfill fiber made from recycled plastic drink bottles; pack to order
Product dimensions: 18" x 18"
Product weight: 1 lb.
MADE IN USA 

5 2 "  L O N G  H A M M O C K  P I L L O W S

F-G Comfort for your head that runs the width of your hammock!

Details: Solution-dyed all-weather Sunbrella® fabric sandwiching a thick center of recycled polyester hollowfill fiber made from recycled plastic drink bottles; 
hook-and-loop straps attach to hammock spreaders
Product dimensions: 18" x 52"
Product weight: 4 lbs.
Package dimensions: 16" x 50"; 2.77 cube
MADE IN USA

The idea of an outdoor-fabric pillow never used to inspire thoughts 
of comfort. That is, not until Sunbrella® came along!
Sunbrella®'s industry-changing synthetic fabrics allowed for 
colorful, highly attractive pillows that actually felt soft, like pillows 
are supposed to, yet that likewise held up to the rigorous durability 
demands of outdoor living.
Because Sunbrella® is also nonabsorbent, and resistant to rot, 
mold, mildew, staining and fading.
Hatteras Hammocks® outdoor pillows made with Sunbrella® go one 
better still, sandwiching between their fabric layers a plump center 
of resilient, nonabsorbent polyester hollowfill fiber manufactured 
from recycled plastic drink bottles. Because a soft pillow that isn't 
also seriously cushiony still isn't much of a pillow, after all.
Soft. Plush. Handsome. Durable. Colorful. Colorfast. Our pillows 
promise lasting outdoor comfort you won't want to take your eyes off 
of — that is, whenever you're not nestled up against them!

M A D E  W I T H

P I L L O W  COLLECTION
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M I S C E L L A N E O U S

U-X In relaxation, as in life itself, it’s the little things that often make the biggest 
difference!

W-KIT    MADE IN USA
Hammock Wheel Kit
Details: Molded plastic wheels; zinc-plated steel hardware; easily attaches to steel hammock stand
Product dimensions: 6” wheel diameter        Product weight: 2 lbs.
Mailing-envelope dimensions: 14.25” x 20”
UPC: 0-96355-40001-5

SWSP1
Swing Spring
Details: Zinc-plated steel; 1 per package
Weight capacity: 600 lbs.
Product dimensions: 2” wide x 6.25” high        Product weight: 1 lb.
Mailing-envelope dimensions: 10.5” x 16”
UPC: 0-96355-11236-9

TS120
Hammock Tree Straps
Details: All-weather webbed-nylon strapping with fitted S-Hooks; 2 straps per package
Product dimensions: 2" x 120” long        Product weight: 1 lb.  
Mailing-envelope dimensions: 10.5” x 16”
UPC: 0-96355-40075-6

LSB    MADE IN USA
Hammock Storage Bag
Details: Polyester-cotton fabric blend; holds hammock plus hanging hardware
Product dimensions: 62” long by 13” wide        Product weight: 2 lbs.  
Mailing-envelope dimensions: 10.5” x 16”
UPC: 0-96355-40014-5

H A M M O C K  T A B L E S

T Why get up? These convenient swivel tables boast two drink slots apiece, plus 
space for small personal effects.

Details: Hard-plastic top; Cape Shield® Powder Coated heavy-steel pole, four color choices shown 
on Page 40; easily attaches to steel hammock stand
Product dimensions: 12” x 18” x 20”        Product weight: 9 lbs.
Package dimensions: 24” x 10.5” x 9.5”; 1.39 cube

H A M M O C K  C A N O P I E S

R No shade trees? No worries! Our simple-to-install all-weather Hammock Canopies 
block those potent rays, so you can opt to laze pretty much anywhere you please!

Details: All-weather fabric, natural chambray color; Cape Shield® Powder Coated heavy-steel poles,
4 color choices shown on Page 41; attaches directly to steel hammock stand
Product dimensions: 15’ long x 50” wide        Product weight: 14 lbs.
Package dimensions: 53” x 9” x 2.5”; 0.69 cube

D O U B L E  S W I N G  C A N O P Y

S Just the ticket for sunny swinging relaxation minus all that potentially harmful sun!

CSNAT01X    MADE IN USA
Double Swing Canopy
Details: Solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric, natural chambray color; varnished-white-oak supports
Product dimensions: 53.25” wide x 31” deep        Product weight: 7 lbs. 
Package dimensions: 56” x 20” x 3”; 1.94 cube
UPC: 0-96355-33456-3

CPY-BRTX | Canopy & Bronze Poles
UPC: 0-96355-12863-6    MADE IN USA

TBLTTX | Taupe Steel Hammock Table
UPC: 0-96355-40113-5    MADE IN USA

CPY-BKTX | Canopy & Black Poles
UPC: 0-96355-12862-9    MADE IN USA

TBLBRTX | Bronze Steel Hammock Table
UPC: 0-96355-10956-7    MADE IN USA

CPY-3TX | Canopy & Forest Green Poles
UPC: 0-96355-40059-6    MADE IN USA

TBLBKTX | Black Steel Hammock Table
UPC: 0-96355-10151-6    MADE IN USA

CPY-TTX | Canopy & Taupe Poles 
UPC: 0-96355-10578-1    MADE IN USA

TBLGTX | Forest Green Steel Hammock Table 
UPC: 0-96355-40058-9    MADE IN USA
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A C C E S S O R I E S

B-11 | Chambray Natural
UPC: 0-96355-30005-6

B-LEAF | Leaf Green
UPC: 0-96355-11117-1

B-TF | Canvas Turf
UPC: 0-96355-34653-5

B-JR | Jockey Red
UPC: 0-96355-34654-2

B-3 | Green
UPC: 0-96355-30001-8

B-CO | Canvas Cocoa
UPC: 0-96355-34657-3

B-TS | Canvas Tuscan
UPC: 0-96355-41058-8

B-DV | Spectrum Dove
UPC: 0-96355-41100-4

B-SF | Canvas Sunflower
UPC: 0-96355-41060-1

B-NV | Canvas Navy
UPC: 0-96355-34655-9

B-IR | Canvas Iris
UPC: 0-96355-41057-1

B-TGL | Canvas Glacier
UPC: 0-96355-34656-6

B-ML | Canvas Melon
UPC: 0-96355-41056-4

L.I.
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T R A D I T I O N A L  H A M M O C K  P I L L O W S

A-M Our most popular hammock accessory, hands-on. That is, heads-down. Or to be more exact, heads-up! Plush, but firm, these soft, 
durable all-weather pillows boast a thick center of nonabsorbent polyester hollowfill fiber made from recycled plastic drink bottles.

Details: Details: Solution-dyed DuraCord® fabric; padding of recycled
polyester hollowfil fiber; brass-plated rolled-rim steel grommets in four corners;
hook-and-loop straps attach to hammock spreaders

Product dimensions: 34” x 16” x 6.5”        Product weight: 4 lbs.
Package dimensions: 30” x 14” x 6.5”; 1.58 cube
MADE IN USA

P I L L O W  COLLECTION

B-WEAVE-AB
Antique Beige
UPC: 0-96355-34659-7

B-WEAVE-CHOCO
Chocolate
UPC: 0-96355-34660-3

B-WEAVE-LTGR
Light Green
UPC: 0-96355-34661-0

B-WEAVE-NAVY
Navy
UPC: 0-96355-34662-7

O.N. P. Q.

S O F T  W E A V E ® H A M M O C K  P I L L O W S

N-Q Padded ribbons of cottony-soft all-weather fabric criss-cross like wicker-woven thatchwork, topping a bountiful cushion of plush 
polyester fiberfill batting.

Details: Solution-dyed all-weather fabric sandwiching a 1-inch layer of polyester
fiberfill batting; thick center cushioning also of polyester fiberfill batting; 
hook-and-loop straps attach to hammock spreaders

Product dimensions: 34” x 16” x 10”        Product weight: 6 lbs.
Package dimensions: 28” x 16” x 10”; 2.59 cube

U.

V.

W.

X.
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TA B  TO P

G R O M M E T

2 343

O u r  O u t d o o r  C u r t a i n s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  i n

Our free-hanging, non-pleated tab top curtains promise clean lines for design, 
integrating exceptionally well with the feel of the contemporary outdoor room; yet 
in their more closely resembling traditional indoor curtains, tab tops also offer a 
bit more formality than the grommeted style. The tab top style is exceptionally 
simple to take down and store, if needed, making it perfect for outdoor use.

All styles of our outdoor curtains and outdoor-curtain sheers come in at least 
two lengths, with most available in four. To determine the right length for your 
own outdoor-living needs, you'll first need to figure out exactly where you plan 
to hang your curtains, then measure from the top of where your pole will hang to 
where you'd prefer to see the bottom of the curtain fall.

G R O M M E T

TA B  T O P

A non-pleated drape with stylish circular nickel-plated steel grommets fitted at 
the top, for slipping easily over a stationary hanging rod. Wonderfully simple to 
use, grommeted curtains are among the most popular, efficient drapery types 
for outdoor settings. The grommets themselves lend a slightly more casual, 
playful feel than you find with tab top varieties.

CHOOSING A

CHOOSING A

T O P  T R E AT M E N T

C U R TA I N  L E N G T H

Grommet & Tab Top
TOP CONSTRUCTION

50” x 96”
50” x 120”

50” x 84”
50” x 108”

OUTDOOR CURTAINS S I Z E S:

Grommeted and tab top, our two styles of top construction for both our 
WeatherSmart® Outdoor Curtains and our Outdoor Curtains Made With 
Sunbrella®, offer artful simplicity as well as simplicity of use – they make 
easy living that much easier still! Both varieties are a cinch to fit on a curtain 
rod, and just as simple to take down.

Offering extreme ease of use, grommeted outdoor curtains have become 
widely popular in recent years. They're quick and easy to hang up, and just 
as quick and easy to take back down!

Tab top curtains, equally fuss-free, contribute clean, straight lines for 
modern design.

M A D E  W I T H

C U R TA I N  COLLECTION

O u t d o o r  Curtains

SOLANA SEAGULL CAROUSEL LIMELIGHT



OUTDOOR CURTAINS M A D E  W I T H  S U N B R E L L A ®:
• ANTIQUE BEIGE
• BAY BROWN
• BLACK
• CHARCOAL
• CILANTRO
• DOVE

• MACAW GREEN
• MIST
• NAVY
• RUST
• TRUE BLUE
• WHEAT

• DUPIONE BAMBOO
• DUPIONE PALM
• DUPIONE PEARL
• DUPIONE SAND
• CAROUSEL LIMELIGHT STRIPE
• FOSTER METALLIC STRIPE

• REGENCY SAND STRIPE
• SOLANA SEAGULL STRIPE
• PINNACLE FIESTA
• SNOW SHEER

W E AT H E R S M A R T ® OUTDOOR CURTAINS:
• BLACK ONYX
• CANARY
• CARDINAL

• COASTAL BLUE
• COFFEE
• GARNET

• GREEN
• LEAF GREEN
• NATURAL SHEER

• OATMEAL
• PURE WHITE
• TAN

Designed for heavy use and minimal care, Sunbrella® is the most 

established, best known high-performance outdoor fabric on the market 

today, with an unmatched history of quality, durability and product 

attractiveness. A heavy-duty yet lightweight solution-dyed acrylic blend, 

Sunbrella® is resistant to staining, fading, rot, mold and mildew,

yet with a softness recalling cotton.

Outdoor Curtains Outdoor CurtainsM A D E  W I T H

In performance, style and durability, WeatherSmart® is equal to or better than any other outdoor-curtain fabric 

available today. A unique synthetic blend, WeatherSmart® is designed exclusively for heavy-duty outdoor use, and is resistant to fading, 

staining, rot, mold and mildew. It’s also remarkably abrasion-resistant, though with a soft feel to rival cotton. The fabric is solution-dyed, 

which, in conjunction with additional UV inhibitors added to it during manufacture, gives WeatherSmart® an unmatched colorfastness, 

an exceptional feature for a product expressly intended for rigorous sun exposure.

Antique Beige
CURABGRS-N, CURABS

Black Onyx
CURBLKGR-N, CURBLK

Canary
CURYLGR-N, CURYL

Cardinal
CURRDGR-N, CURRD

Coffee
CURCFGR-N, CURCF

Coastal Blue
CURCBGR-N, CURCB

Oatmeal
CUROTGR-N, CUROT

Pure White
CURWHGR-N, CURWH

Tan
CURTNGR-N, CURTN

Natural sheer
CURVNGR-N, CURVN

Garnet
CURGNGR-N, CURGN

Green
CURGRGR-N, CURGR

Leaf Green
CURLGGR-N, CURLG

Dove
CURDVGRS-N, CURDVS

Regency Sand stripe
CURSDGRS-N, CURSDS

Dupione Palm
CURABGRS-N, CURABS

Bay Brown
CURBBGRS-N, CURBBS

Foster Metallic stripe
CURFMGRS-N, CURFMS

Rust
CURRSGRS-N, CURRSS

Dupione Pearl
CURBBGRS-N, CURBBS

Black
CURBLGRS-N, CURBLS

Macaw Green
CURMGGRS-N, CURMGS

Solana Seagull stripe
CURSGGRS-N, CURSGS

Dupione Sand
CURBLGRS-N, CURBLS

Carousel Limelight stripe
CURLMGRS-N, CURLMS

Mist
CURMSGRS-N, CURMSS

True Blue
CURTBGRS-N, CURTBS

Snow sheer
CURSNGRS-N, CURSNS

Charcoal
CURCHGRS-N, CURCHS

Navy
CURNVGRS-N, CURNVS

Wheat
CURCHGRS-N, CURCHS

Cilantro
CURCLGRS-N, CURCLS

Pinnacle Fiesta
CURPFGRS-N, CURPFS

Dupione Bamboo
CURCLGRS-N, CURCLS
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Cypress 12-Hammock Display
Free-standing
Holds 12 full-size hammocks
Footprint: 7’ long x 5.5' wide; approx. 7’ tall
Includes Hatteras Hammocks® brand topper

Hatteras Outdoors® Curtains Display
Free-standing
Holds 18 curtains
Footprint: 3’ long x 3’ wide; approx. 10’ tall
With Sunbrella® or WeatherSmart® brand topper and signage

T O  O R D E R  A N Y  O F  T H E S E  I T E M S ,  O R  F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N , 

P L E A S E  C O N T A C T  Y O U R  S A L E S  R E P R E S E N T A T I V E ,  O R  O U R 

C U S T O M E R - S E R V I C E  D E P A R T M E N T  A T  ( 2 5 2 )  7 5 8 - 0 6 4 1

Metal 12-Hammock Display
Free-standing
Holds 12 full-size hammocks
Footprint: 3’ long x 3’ wide; approx. 8’ tall

Metal 5-Hammock Display
Free-standing
Holds 5 full-size hammocks
Footprint: 15’ long x 4’ wide

S A L E S  MATERIALS

P R O D U C T  DISPLAYS

S A L E S  M A T E R I A L S  A N D  P R O D U C T  D I S P L A Y S

A-H We're immensely grateful to our dealer-partners for trusting in, and carrying, the Hatteras Hammocks® brand. Here are a few useful 
tools, from newfangled interactive Android and iPad catalog apps to creative traditional in-store product-display stands, available to 

help in merchandising, and selling, our innovative relaxation products.

Interactive Catalog Apps
Android and iPad

A.

QR Code Hang Tags
Who made your hammock?
Meet some of our craftspeople with our new QR-code hang tags

B.

Window Decal
Hatteras Hammocks® Authorized Dealer Window Decal

C.

Hatteras Hammocks® Fabric Swatch Books
2015 hammock and swing fabrics

D.

E.

G.

F.

H.
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OUR C O M M I T M E N T

At Hatteras Hammocks®, our commitment is always to offer the highest quality design and construction, to 

continually better ourselves and our products. This perpetual pursuit has led us to our atypical approach 

to production, blending handcrafting with state-of-the-art manufacturing processes that allow us to bring 

advanced durability and streamlined beauty to this stressed-out world’s quest for heightened leisure.

Add our outstanding dealer support and after-the-sale customer service, and what do you get?

A COMPANY YOU CAN COUNT ON. 
I N N O VAT I O N  I N  P U R S U I T  O F  S U P R E M E  R E L A X AT I O N 

D E M A N D S  N O T H I N G  L E S S .
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w w w . T h e H a m m o c k S o u r c e . c o m

H A T T E R A S  H A M M O C K S ®  •   C U R T A I N S  B Y  H A T T E R A S  O U T D O O R S ®

2 5 2 . 7 5 8 . 0 6 4 1

P.O. Box 1602
Greenvi l le,  North Carol ina 27834

2 0 1 5


